Health Sciences Summer Camp Residential Night Coordinator

The residential night coordinator supports the Health Sciences Summer Camp program by monitoring campers throughout the night. The residential night coordinator will be on duty from **12:00 midnight to 8:00 AM, Monday, August 5 to Friday, August 9, 2019.** Two residential night coordinators are needed.

**Qualifications**
- Must meet one of the following criteria: 1) be a certified teacher or school counselor; 2) be an undergraduate student, graduate student, or postdocs with experience working with the grade levels of campers; or 3) be any individual with prior camp experience working with the grade levels of campers.
- Must be 21 or older.
- Strong interpersonal skills
- Interest in working with diverse groups of people, identities and experiences
- Possesses good leadership abilities and responsibility skills.
- Must exhibit positive role model behavior at all times, have a positive attitude, and work well with others
- Must have good verbal and written communication skills
- Is patient, enthusiastic, self-controlled and dependable.

**Responsibilities**
- Be knowledgeable of all policies and rules and assist in their enforcement.
- Must know the whereabouts of each camper, camp leader and peer mentor at all times during duty hours.
- Ensure participant behavior adheres to University policies.
- Confront inappropriate behavior and violations in an objective, consistent and respectful manner providing rationale for policies.
- Report any incidents or problems with campers to camp management.
- Respond to all requests and emergencies during duty hours.
- Promote the safety and security of minors on campus.
- In case of an emergency situation (i.e., weather emergency, blackout, campus disturbance or special event), be available for additional duty as needed/assigned by Conference Services.
- Treat information and incidents with the appropriate level of confidentiality.
- Demonstrate good use of personal judgment.

**Supervisor:** Camp Coordinator(s)
**Hours:** 40 hours
**Compensation:** Housing, food, parking, plus a stipend of $500

Please submit the following documents to Alyssa Benjamin at chs-pipeline@udel.edu:
- Resume
- Letter of Interest
- One letter of recommendation or professional reference. Reference must submit separately to chs-pipeline@udel.edu